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Background: Lifetime risk for alcohol use disorders is more than 15% for men (and is even higher among those who seek treatment for 
medical or psychiatric disorders) and between 8-10% for women. Alcohol is one of the leading causes of death and disability globally. About 
two billion people worldwide consume alcoholic beverages and one-third (nearly 76.3 million) is likely to have one or more diagnosable 
alcohol use disorders. Subjects and Methods: Hundred consecutive admissions of alcohol dependence syndrome who were admitted at the department 
of psychiatry were included into study after written Informed consent was taken. Results: Socioeconomic class is calculated according to 
Kuppuswamy modified classification, which includes education, occupation and family income. 76% of the sample belonged to upper lower 
class. Conclusion: The individuals in our sample consumed a mean of 446.5ml/ day (180gm/day) of alcohol with a mean duration of alcohol 
use of 16.05 years and age of first drink of 19.7yrs. 
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Introduction 

 
Alcoholism is a multi-factorial disorder in which genetic, 
biologic and socio-cultural factors interact.[1]  About 40–
60% of the risk of alcohol-use disorders is explained by 
genes and the rest through gene–environment associations. 
The environment includes the availability of alcohol, 
attitudes towards drinking and drunkenness, peer pressures, 
levels of stress and related coping strategies, models of 
drinking, and laws and regulatory frameworks.[2] 
Alcohol-use disorders are common in all developed 
countries, and are more prevalent in men than women, with 
lower, but still substantial rates in developing countries. 
Although rates of these disorders are lower in 
Mediterranean countries (e.g., Greece, Italy, and Israel), and 
higher in northern and eastern Europe (e.g., Russia and 
Scandinavia), they are responsible for a large proportion of 
the health-care burden in almost all populations.[3,4]  As 
many as 80% of men and 60% of women in developed 
countries drink at some time during their lives. 30–50% of 
people who drank in the past year experience at least one 
adverse alcohol-related problem during their lifetime, such 
as missing work or school, driving after drinking, or 
interpersonal problems.[5] 
Lifetime risk for alcohol use disorders is more than 15% for 
men (and is even higher among those who seek treatment 
for medical or psychiatric disorders) and between 8-10% for 
women. 
Alcohol is one of the leading causes of death and disability 

globally. About two billion people worldwide consume 
alcoholic beverages and one-third (nearly 76.3 million) is 
likely to have one or more diagnosable alcohol use 
disorders. Alcohol is attributed to nearly 3.2% of all deaths 
and results in a loss of 4% of total DALYs (58 million). 
Alcohol consumption has numerous health and social 
consequences and is an important contributor to death and 
disability. Worldwide, alcohol causes 1.8 million deaths 
each year.[6] 
These are common and potentially lethal disorders that 
mimic and exacerbate a wide range of additional medical 
and psychiatric conditions, and thereby shorten the life 
spans of affected people by more than a decade.  
74% of the general public indicated that alcoholism affects 
their daily lives, with 41% reporting having to encourage a 
loved one to seek help for an alcohol problem. The vast 
majority (80%) indicated a stigma toward alcoholics. Denial 
or refusal to admit severity and fear of social 
embarrassment were the top 2 reasons for not seeking help. 
The majority of the general population believes that 
alcoholism is caused partly by moral weakness.[7] 
Globally alcohol consumption has increased in recent 
decades, with all or most of that increase being in 
developing countries. It is acknowledged that countries 
which had low alcohol consumption levels are now 
witnessing an increasing consumption pattern.  WHO 
estimates for the South East Asian countries indicate that 
one-fourth to one-third of male population drink alcohol 
with increasing trends among women.  
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